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Multi-Modal YA Suggestions
Jason Shiga's Meanwhile
http://www.facebook.com/l/74d51qw5bwKQwgHQ1hVXuZK1Ksg;www.shigaboo
ks.com/indeces/interact.ht
PJ Haarsma's Ring of Orbis series has a video game component that parallels the
text.
http://www.pjhaarsma.com/docs/games/games_main.php

Loser/Queen, Jodi Lynn Anderson was co-created with an online community.
The author posted chapters and then let the readers vote on plot twists. The
print version of the book is out--it doesn't have online access still but it was
there in the creation of it.
http://www.loserqueen.com/
Cathy’s Key
http://www.cathyskey.com/
Six weeks after high-school graduation, Cathy can’t seem to keep a job, but she
excels at Advanced Doodling in this sequel to Cathy’s Book (2007). Her immortal
boyfriend, Victor, is off trying to unlock the key to immortality. No job and no
boyfriend leave Cathy with the time she so desperately needs to avoid Tsao, yet
another immortal who proclaims his undying love for her and won’t take no for
an answer; to get her identity back from Jewel, a clever and sneaky girl she met
on a bus; to convince Jewel’s ex-convict brother, Denny, not to enlist in the
army; to discover if her father really is dead by raiding the office of the drughappy doctor who signed his death certificate; and to navigate the ups and
downs of her friendship with Emma, young business maven extraordinaire. A
wonderfully zany voice, loads of doodles, interactive features, and madcap antics
that unfold at a breakneck pace—all contribute to a reading experience that is
just plain fun. Grades 8-11.

Toni DiTerlizzi, The Search for WondLa, has some online stuff as well--you need
a web cam, you can log onto a site and see stuff in 3d.
http://wondla.com/
Patrick Carman, Skeleton Creek series and his Trackers novel. He has print
components that link explicitly with online texts. For example, in Trackers, you

read a chapter then get to a code that you then use on the internet site and you
get additional information, images, video, etc.
http://www.skeletoncreekisreal.com/
http://www.trackersbook.com/#/home
http://www.patrickcarman.com/
Tad Williiams series Shadowmarch was composed in collaboration online with his
fans.
http://www.shadowmarch.com/
http://www.facebook.com/l/74d51a4rhXmdzlg_OYk_1rLgDxw;www.tadwilliams.
com.?
Bekka black's idrakula for the iphone!
http://bekkablack.com/splash/books/

Jason Shiga's Meanwhile might be good, but it's a print book that acts like it has
hyperlinks. Kind of like a choose your own adventure book but with thousands of
possibilities. http://www.shigabooks.com/indeces/interact.html
Entrapment: A High School Comedy in Chat by Michael Spooner

